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Newton’s	law	of	heating/cooling

“Newton	proposed	that	the	temperature	of	a	hot	object	decreases	at	a	rate	proportional	to	
the	difference	between	its	temperature	and	that	of	its	surroundings.	Similarly,	a	cold	object	
heats	up	at	a	rate	proportional	to	the	temperature	difference	between	the	object	and	its	
surroundings.”
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Solution

When a murder is committed, the body, originally at 37oC, cools according to Newton's Lau. tr-
Cooling. Suppose that after two hours the temperature is 35'C, and that the temperature of th.
surrounding air is a constant 20oC.
(a) Find the temperature, 11, of the body as a function of l, the time in hours since the murder u a.

committed.
(b) Sketch a graph of temperature against time.
(c) What happens to the temperature in the long run? Show this on the graph and algebraically.
(d) If the body is found at 4 pm at a temperature of 30'C, when was the murder committed?

(a) We first flnd a differential equation for the temperature of the body as a function of time. Neu -

ton's Law of Cooling says that for some constant o,

Rate of change of temperature : o(Temperature difference).

lf 11 is the temperature of the body, then

Temperature difference : H - 20

dH _^,,]t __,H-20).
What about the sign of o? If the temperature difference is positive (i.e., H > 20), then 11 is
falling, so the rate of change must be negative. Thus cr should be negative, so we write:

dH
i, : k(H -20\' lorsomek>o'

Separating variables and solving, as in Example 1 on page 537, gives:

H - 20: Be-kt.

To find B. substitute the initial condition that H : 37 when I : 0:

37 - 20: Be-k(o) - B.

soB-17.Thus,
H-20:\7e-kt.

To find k, we use the fact that after 2 hours, the temperature is 35oC, so

35 - 20 :17s t'(z).

Dividing by 17 and taking natural logs, we get:

./rr\
r" (*') - tn1" 'k1\17l

-0.125 : -2k
k = 0.063.

Therefore, the temperature is given by

H - 20 :77e.-o'063t

H :20 + I7e o'o63t



Stability

Newton’s	law	of	heating/cooling

T (t) = T0 + Ce�↵t

Solution

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

11.5 GROWTH AND DECAY *4.3

T*hi* 1! "ri' Volume and outflow in Great Lakes

,,1" ^s l*3r l, - n.^3 *,-.r-(11"::*91:lfr1l i : !I:"iy:-sl1.. i ...Superior
Michigan
Erie
Ontario

t2.2
4.9

0.46
1.6

i 65.2
!| 158
Ii 175

I _?9?

Example2

Solution

According to this model, how long will it take for 907o of the pollution to be removed from Lake
Erie? For 997c to be removed?

Substituting r and V for Lake Erie into the differential equation for Q gives

La : Lo: -175 o: -0.380lt v" 0.16.10r
where i is measured in years. Thus Q is given by

Q:Qoe 038''

When 907o of the pollution has been removed, l07o remains, so Q - 0.1Qu. Substituting gives

0.1Q0-Qc,e 038'.

Canceling Qs and solving for t, we get

,- - hr(u'l) r6rears.
0.38

When 997c of the pollution has been removed, Q : 0.01Q0, so I satisfies

0.01Q0:Qo6 038t.

Solving for t gives
- ln(0.01)

0.38

l'.f*:+'t*st'* L*',ra *l Ft**ti:=g +tr:* ***:tri*g
Newton proposed that the temperature of a hot object decreases at a rate proportional to the differ-
ence between its temperature and that of its surroundings. Similarly, a cold object heats up at a rate
proportional to the temperature difference between the object and its surroundings.

For example, a hot cup of coffee standing on the kitchen table cools at a rate propofiional
to the temperature difference between the coffee and the surrounding air. As the coffee cools, the
rate at which it cools decreases, because the temperature difference between the coffee and the
air decreases. In the long run, the rate of cooling tends to zero, and the temperature of the coffee
approaches room temperature. See Figure 1 1.34.

temperature

lnitial
temperature ----*1.'"

-='--l.;_----
_.,..'_i:;::::i:ih ..- Room temperature

time

ilig:;r+: 11.;14: Temperature of two cups of coffee with different initial
temperatures
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giving
H :20.

Regardless of the initial temperature, Il always gets

result, 11 : 20 is called a stable eqtillbrium3 for 11'
closer and closer to 20 as t + oo. As a

' 
- 

B: [0-ekl
t

H :20 + 10e-kt
30

20

10

'\--=**-* * 1--._--.*-*:":=:.: 10

:20 - l}e-kt
t

Fig*r'* tt"**: H :20 is stable equilibrium (,k > 0) Figur*1tr.3T: B : 10 is unstable equilibrium (k > 0)

A different situation is disptayed in Figure 11.37, which shows solutions to the differential
equation 

{:t1r- r,01
d,t

for some fixed ,k > 0. Solving dB ldt: 0 gives the equilibrium B : 10, which is unstable because

if B starts near 10, it moves away as t ---+ oo.
In general, we have the following definitions.

i . en equilibrium solution is constant for all values of the independent variable. The graph

! o An equilibrium is stable if a small change in the initial conditions gives a solution which

i tends toward the equilibrium as the independent variable tends to positire infinity. 
:I ------ - - -' 
:

! . ,q.r equilibrium is unstable if a small change in the initial conditions gives a solution 
I

E tive infinity. 
.t.___-

Solutions which do not veer away from an equilibrium solution are also called stable. If the

differential equation is of the form y' : f (d, equilibrium solutions can be found by setting g/ to
zeto.

Exercises and Problems lor Section 11.5

ffix*r*is*e

L. Each curve in Figure 1 1.38 represents the balance rn a
bank account into which a single deposit was made at
time zero. Assuming continuously compounded interest,
find:

(a) The curve representing the largest initial deposit'
(b) The curve representing the largest interest rate'
(c) Two curves representing the same initial deposit'
(d) Two curves representing the same interest rate'

bank
balance (tV) (ilt)

l

\ i .i ..,,'
| ,'' :-t'

I -.1''l.r'
l!'- -'

(lt)

(r)

L_-. time

3In more advanced work, this behavior is described as asymptotic stability'

F!gur* t l.GS

Note:	Very	natural	place	to	think	
about	‘equilibrium	points’	and	their	
stabilitydT

dt
= ↵(T

o

� T )



Some	further	common	examples

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

Falling	body:	Terminal	velocity

Assume	air	resistance	is	proportional	to	velocity,	the	Newton’s	2nd Law	leads	to:

m
dv

dt
= mg � kv

dv

dt
= � k

m

⇣
v � mg

k

⌘

v =
mg

k

⇣
1� e�kt/m

⌘
Solution

11.6 APPLICATIONS AND MODELING 553

Separating and integrating gives

Solving for u:

grves

l!-,*= !,, J'"
Itr r' ':',9 - kt-e.

$nl

l, - ry -, ktlrnlc: : r.-C r'-ktf,t

,,_ r# _ ,!s kti,t.,

where A is an arbitrary constant. We find A from the initial condition that the obiect starts frorn rest.
so r, - 0 when t : 0. Substituting

tn0o--+--l'"
, lrl(l

k:

Thus 
.. nlg 'tt'tg - L,tiu,. _ Utt , ktlrn.l 

.,'tt,.
The graph of this function is in Figure 11.215. The horizontal asymptote represents the terminal

veloci4', rn.q f 1.,:.

Air resistance, A'rr Terminal velocity

Force due to
gravily, rn,g

Figure 11.44; Forces acting on a falling object Figure 1 1.45: Velocity of falling dust peulicle assuming
that air resistance is kr.,

Notice that the terminal velocity can also be obtained from the differential equation by setting
tl r'f tlt U and solving lor r':

cl,t,nt*:mS 'kt'' :0 so ?r:

eompartmental Analysis: A Reservclr

trLlJ

k

Many processes can be modeled as a container with various solutions flowing in and out-for ex-
ample, drugs given intravenously or the discharge of pollutants into a lake. We consider a city's
water reservoir, fed partly by clean water from a spring and partly by run-ofi from the surrounding
land. In New England, and many other areas with much snow in the winter, the run-off contains salt
which has been put on the roads to make them safe for driving. We consider the concentration of
salt in the reservoir. If there is no salt in the reservoir initially, the concentration builds up until the
rate at which the salt is entering into the reservoir balances the rate at which salt flows out. If, on the
other hand, the reservoir starts with a great deal of salt in it, then initially the rate at which the salt is
entering is less than the rate at which it is flowing out, and the quantity of salt in the lake decreases.
In either case, the salt concentration levels off at an equiiibrium value.
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Compartmental	models	
(e.g.,	salt	in	a	reservoir)

http://tutorial.math.lamar.edu/
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Notice that the terminal velocity can also be obtained from the differential equation by setting
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eompartmental Analysis: A Reservclr
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Many processes can be modeled as a container with various solutions flowing in and out-for ex-
ample, drugs given intravenously or the discharge of pollutants into a lake. We consider a city's
water reservoir, fed partly by clean water from a spring and partly by run-ofi from the surrounding
land. In New England, and many other areas with much snow in the winter, the run-off contains salt
which has been put on the roads to make them safe for driving. We consider the concentration of
salt in the reservoir. If there is no salt in the reservoir initially, the concentration builds up until the
rate at which the salt is entering into the reservoir balances the rate at which salt flows out. If, on the
other hand, the reservoir starts with a great deal of salt in it, then initially the rate at which the salt is
entering is less than the rate at which it is flowing out, and the quantity of salt in the lake decreases.
In either case, the salt concentration levels off at an equiiibrium value.



Some	further	common	examples

Compartmental	models	(e.g.,	salt	in	a	reservoir)
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& *i9fcr*nila€ Eqr*aii*r: f*r $*!t **n*e::tr*ti*r:
A water reservoir holds 100 million gailons of water and supplies a city with I million gallons a

day. The reservoir is partly relilled by a spring which provides 0.9 million gallons a day, and the
rest of the water, 0. I million gallons a day, comes liom run-off from the surrounding land. The
spring is clean, but the run-off contains salt with a concentration of 0.0001 pound per gallon. There
was no salt in the reservoir initially and the water is well mixed (that is, the out-flow contains the
concentration of salt in the tank at that instant). We {ind the concentration of salt in the reservoir a.
a function of time.

It is important to distinguish between the total quantity, Q, of salt in pounds, and the concen-
tration, C, of salt, in pounds/gallon, where

Concentration: C : Quantity of salt o /11,\
100 rnilliorr \ gol /

(The volume of the reservoir is 100 million pounds.) We will lind Q first, and then C. We know thai

Rate of change-of : Rate salt entering - Rate salt leaving.
quantitY of salt

Salt is entering through the run-off of 0. 1 million gallons per day, with each gallon containing 0.000 i
pound of salt. Therefore

Rate salt entering - Concentration . Volume per day

uu()r.)r f ,o ) u rf Tl!9!-ryr)
\erl/ \ dal /

: o.oooor (mittron tu) : lo rblrlay.\duv)
Salt is leaving in the million gallons of water used by the city each day . Thus

Rate salt leaving : Concentration ' Volume per day
O / tr, \ /million pal\ O: rc.rrb, (a/' [ *- ) -ffi rb'dar

Therefore Q satisfies the di1I'erential equation

We factor out 71100: -0.1 and separate variables, giving

9: -.o.oro looo),
dt

I na :- [nnra,.l () t000 J
1,,lQ loool : 0.01t + k,

8 - 1000 - r1e-o o1r.

There is no salt initially, so we substitute Q : 0 when t : 0:

0 1000 - Aeo giving ,4 - -1000

Volume of water

a 1000 - 1000e-o o1t

Q - 1000(1 - e-o 01/) pounds

doo_:l(,__elt, 100

Thus

SO
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“A	water	reservoir	holds	100	million	gallons	of	water	and	supplies	a	city	with	1	million	
gallons	a	day.	The	reservoir	is	partly	refilled	by	a	spring	which	provides	0.9	million	gallons	
a	day,	and	the	rest	of	the	water,	0.1	million	gallons	a	day,	comes	from	run-off	from	the	
surrounding	land.	The	spring	is	clean,	but	the	run-off	contains	salt	with	a	concentration	of	
0.0001	pound	per	gallon.	There	was	no	salt	in	the	reservoir	initially	and	the	water	is	well	
mixed	(that	is,	the	out-flow	contains	the	concentration	of	salt	in	the	tank	at	that	instant).”

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)
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Think	about	units!
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logistic model, as P increases, the relative growth rate decreases to zero; it reaches zero when P is
givenbY 

L dP : k, _ o,p :0.Pdt
Solving gives P : kl", the limiting value of the population, which we call tr. The value tr is the
carrying capacity of the environment, and represents the largest population the environment can

suppofi. Writing a: klL, the logistic equation becomes

This is the general logistic differential equation, flrst proposed as a model for population growth by
the Belgian mathematician P. F. Verhulst in the 1830s.

*nalita€iv* S*ie*ti*n t* tft* L*gi*ti* Equ*ti**

Figure 11.49 shows the slope fie1d and characteristic sigmoid, or S-shaped, solution curve for the
logistic model. Notice that for each fixed value of P, that is, along each horizontal line, the slopes
are constant because d,P I dt depends only on P and not on t. The slopes are small near P : 0 and
near P : L;they are steepest around P -- Ll2. For P > tr, the slopes are negative, so if the
population is above the canying capacity, the population decreases.

Fig*r* 1 1.4$r Slope field for
dPldt:kP(r- PIL) F!g*r* i1"$fr: dPldt: kP(t - PIL)

We can locate precisely the inflection point where the slopes are greatest using the graph of
(l"P I dt against P in Figure 1 1.50. The graph is a parabola because dP ldt is a quadratic function
of P. The horizontal intercepts arc at P : 0 and P : L, so the maximum, where the slope is
greatest, is at P : Ll2. The graph in Figure 11.50 also tells us that for 0 < P < Ll2, the slope
dP I clt is positive and increasing, so the graph of P against t is concave up. (See Figure 1 1.5 1.) For
L12 < P < L, the slope dPldt ts positive and decreasing, so the graph of P against f is concave
down. For P > L, the slope dP I dt is negative, so the graph of P against t is decreasing.

P

Carrying capacity

i- Concave down

Inflection point

tdP _,- ko
F,|t-o-i'
#-r,(,-;)

P

../- Concave up
Approximately exponentialDI (l

Fig,"rre 11,51 : Logistic growth wilh inflection point Figi;r* !1.51: Soiutions to the logistic equation

Some	further	common	examples

Logistic	equation	(e.g.,	population	growth,	‘carrying	capacity’)

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

1

P

dP

dt
= k � aP

dP

dt
= kP

✓
1� P

L

◆Ø Nonlinear

Ø To	solve,	use	separation	of	variables	and	partial	
fractions

P =
L

1 +Ae�kt
Solution where A =

L� P0

P0

P0 = P (0)



Equilibria and	stability
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Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

Ø Plot	dP/dt vs.	P 

Ø Where	will	the	equilibrium	points	be?

Ø How	can	you	infer	their	stability?



http://math.rice.edu/~dfield/dfpp.htmlHelpful	(numerical)	starting	point

Ø dfield – Useful	for	1-D	ODEs
Ø pplane – Useful	for	2-D	ODEs	(e.g.,	2nd order	ODE,	or	system	of	two	1st order	eqns.)



http://math.rice.edu/~dfield/dfpp.html

dfield

Helpful	(numerical)	starting	point



http://math.rice.edu/~dfield/dfpp.html

pplaneà Phase	plane	analysis	for	‘systems’	of	ODEs (future	lecture)

Helpful	(numerical)	starting	point



Ex.

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

dy

dt
= 100� y

Ø Slope	field?

15.

ChapterEleven DIFFERENTIALEQUATI0NS

Pick oLrt which functions are solutions to which dift'eren-
tial equations. (Note: Functions may be solutions to more
than one equation or to none; an eqr"ration may have r.nore
than one solution.)

16. Match the tbllowing clifferential equations and possible
solutions. (Note the given tunctions may satisfy more
than one eqllation or none, and some eqr-rations may have
more thiin one solution.)

(a) !J" : y
(b) 'tJ' : -u(c.) u' : 7lu
(d) u": a(e) :r'2 11" - 2u - 0

(a)

(lr)

(c)

(d)

rla
d.r
dy
.1.
,1,' !)
dt2

t)(Lg
,L,'

- *2Y (D lJ :2s\t-tt:

- r,,

: 41)

l^.

(I) 9: cosr
(ll) 9 : cos(-:r)
(m) a: r'2
(IV) J):e"'+e "'
(v) lJ: \,6'

(II) l: si12z

(lll) lJ - r'tL

(IV) '!J : s-2:t

17.2 sLoPE FTELDS

In this section, we see how to visualize a first-order diff'erential equation. We start with the equation

,lg _ ,,
,!r. - u'

Any solution to this clifferential equation has the property that the slope zrt any point is equal
to the y coordinate at that point. (That's what the equation duldr: u is telling us!) If the solution
goes through the point (0.0.5), its slope there is 0.5; ii it goes thlougl.r a point with y : 1.5, irs
slope there is 1.5. See Figure 11.4.

In Figure I 1.4 a small line segment is drawn at each of the marked points showing the slope ol
the curve there. lmagine drawing many of these line segments, but leaving out the curves: this gives
the slope .t'ielcl for the equation tl y f rh : y in FigLLre I 1.5. From this picture, we can see that abor e
the .r-axis. the slopes iire all positive (because 17 is positive there), and they increase as we move
upward (as y increnses). Below the .l-axis, the slopes are all negative, and get more so as we move
downward. On any horizontal line (where g is constant) the slopes are constant.

-rl
Figure 11.4: Solutions to tluf d:r - a Figure 11.5: Slope field for duldt.- y

In the slope fieid we can see the -ehost of the solution curve lurkin-g. Start anywhere on the plane
and move so that the slope lines are tangent to ourpath; we trace ollt one of the solution curves. We
think of the slope iield as a set of signposts pointin-u in the direction we should go at each point. In
tlris case, the slope field should trace out exponential curves of the form ,g : Ct:., the solutions to
the dilielentia[ equation ,lt1f 1l) : Ll.

Figure I I .6 shows the slope field of the differential eqr.ration tltl f dt - 2.r.
(a) How does the slope field vary as we mo\re around the r:y-plane?
(b) Compare the solution curves sketched on the slope field with the formula for the solutions.

!J
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l
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.r +
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à Useful	starting	point	to	connect	
what	ODE	is	telling	you	and	what	
‘solutions’	look	like

à But	how	is	
dfield computing	
solution	curves?



à How	is	dfield computing	solution	curves? Let’s	break	it!



Kutz (2013)

Idea:	Since	equations	tell	us	how	things	change,	numerically	integrate	to	find	solution(s)	

Starting	point:	Euler’s	method

à Note	that	while	we	can	
propagate	a	solution	forward	
(or	backward),	there	can	be	
some	associated	error

Note	the	‘boring’	case: f is	a	
function	of	t alone	(in	which	case	
we	simply	integrate)

Reality	check:	Choice	of	variable
names	may	change	a	bit	throughout	
slides,	but	don’t	be	confused!	



Euler’s	method

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

à Looking	under	the	hood......
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11.3 EULER's METHoD

Example 1

Solution

In the preceding section we saw how to sketch a solution curye to a differential equation usin,e it.
slope field. In this section we compute points on a solution curve numerically using Euler's metltori.
(Leonhard Euler was an eighteenth-century Swiss mathematician.) In Section 11.4 we flnd formula.
for some solution curves.

Here's the concept behind Euler's method. Think of the slope field as a set of signposts directin5
you across the plane. Pick a starting point (corresponding to the initial value), and calculate the
slope at that point using the differential equation. This slope is a signpost telling you the direction
to take. Head off a small distance in that direction. Stop and look at the new signpost. Recalculate
the slope from the differential equation, using the coordinates ofthe new point. Change direction tc
correspond to the new slope, and move another small distance, and so on.

Use Euler's method for dy ldr : y. Start at the point P0 : (0, 1) and take Ar : 0.1.

The slope at the point P6 : (0, l) is dg ldr: 1. (See Figure 1 1.25.) As we move from P0 to P1.
increases by Ay, where

4s : (slope at Ps)Ar : 1(0.1) : 0.1.
So we have

y-value at Pt : (g value at Pu) -l Ay : t + 0. I

,u

1.1.

Slope : 1.21 0.12 1

;,J
Slope: 1.1 0.11

0.1J
Slope : 1 0.1
Po : (0,1) 0.1-tr

Figure 11.25: Euler's approximate solution to
dsldr : y

Thus the point Pr is (0.1,1.1). Now, using the differential equation again, we see that

SloPe at Pr : [.].
so if we move to P2, then.rT changes by

As : (slope at P1)A,r: (1.1)(0.1) : 0.11.

This means
gr-value at P2: (y value at Pr) + La : t.t + 0.11 : 1.27.

Thus P2 is (0.2, 1.21). Continuing gives the results in Table 11.2.
Since the solution atrves of dg f dr : A are exponentials, they are concave up and bend upward

away from the line segments of the slope field. Therefore, in this case, Euler's method produces
g-values which are too small.

Notice that E,uler's method calculates approximate y-values for points on a solution curve; it
does not give a formulafor'y in terms of a;.

Table 11.2 Euler's methodfor dyldr :1/, starting at (0.7)

T u Ay: (Slope)Ar
Po

Pt
Pz

Ps

Pt
Pr:

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5

.1

.2t

.331

.464t

.61051

0.1 : (1)(0.1)
0.11: (1.1)(0.1)
0.t21: (1.21)(0.1)
0.1331: (1.331)(0.1)
0.14641 : (1.4641) (0.1)

0.i61051 : (1.61051)(0.1)
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Idea:	Since	equations	tell	us	how	things	change,	numerically	integrate	to	find	solution(s)	

Connect back to Taylor series: 

Euler’s	method

Or rewrite as: x ⌘ x0 +�x

y(x) = y(x0) + y

0(x0)(x� x0) +
y

00(x0)

2!
(x� x0)

2 +
y

(3)(x0)

3!
(x� x0)

3 + · · ·

y(x0 +�x) = y(x0) + y

0(x0)�x+
1

2!
y

00(x0)(�x)2 +
1

3!
y

(3)(x0)(�x)3 + · · ·

à So	Euler’s	method	is	a	‘first	order	
approximation’	as	higher	order	terms	are	ignored



Error	in	Euler’s	method

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

I.:+ Chapter Eleven DIFFERENTIAL E0UATI0NS

---"'
-"/' c

(0, 1) l'*-+ A.r*

-/

Euler
approximation

J:

a

'a

Solution
curve

Fi;*r* 1t "3?: Euler's approximate solution to dy f dr : g

Just as there are more accurate numerical integration methods than left and right Riemann sums.

there are more accurate methods than Euler's for approximating solution curves. However, Euler'.
method will be all we need.

Exercises and Problems for Section 11.3

"nH:fff*-***.:-*-*-=**.-- **-** **"*=-
4. (a) Use Euler's method to approximate the value of g ai

r : 1 on the solution curve to the differential equa-
tion (l!l 3 3:-.r -u
rhar passes,nr"rrl{r.r,. ,r. Ar - I 5 ti.e..5
steps).
Using Figure I L28, sketch the solution that passes
through (0,0). Show the approximation you made
in part (a).
Using the the siope lteld, say whether your answer
to part (a) is an overestimate or an underestimate.

1. Consider the differential equation U' : r * I whose
slope field is in Figure .l 1.17 on page 530. Use Euler's
method with Ar : 0.1 to estimate y when r : 0.21 for
the solution curves satisfying

(a) s(0) : t (b) y(-1) : 0.

2. (a) Use ten steps of Euler's method to determine an
approximate soiution for the differential equation

u' - :.-3,9(0) : o, using a steP size Ar : o 1'
(b) What is the exact solution? Compare it to the com-

puted approximation.
(c) Use a sketch of the slope field lbr this equation to

explain the results of part (b).

3. Consider the solution of the differential equation 9' : E
passing through g(0) : 1.

(a) Sketch the slope field for this differential equa-
tion, and sketch the solution passing through the
point (0, 1).

(b) Use Euler's method with step size An - 0.1 to es-
timate the solution at r - 0.1, 0.2, . . . ,1.

(c) Plot the estimated solution on the slope field; com-
pare the solution and the slope field.

(d) Check that E : e' ls the solution of 11' : E with
E(0) : 1.

(b)

(c)

Figi:r* 11.P*: Slope field for fl : ,u -'g3

y(x0 +�x) = y(x0) + y

0(x0)�x+
1

2!
y

00(x0)(�x)2 +
1

3!
y

(3)(x0)(�x)3 + · · ·

àThe	error	in	Euler’s	method	is	the	difference	between	approximate	and	exact	value.	If	
the	number	of	steps	used	is	n (think	about	how	n will	be	related	to	Dt),	the	error	is	
approximately	proportional to	1/n

Ø ‘higher	order’	methods	reduce	such	error	(e.g.,	Runge-Kutta)	àWe’ll	return	to	this

Ø Question:	How	can	we	know	what	the	higher	order	derivatives	are,	since	the	ODE	only	
tells	us	the	first	derivative?



% York U PHYS 2030  (09.15.14)
% use basic Euler method to solve the following differential equation
% f'(x)= x^2 + 1

clear
% ************************
% User Inputs
Fprime = @(x)(x.^2+1); % function describing the ODE
Fsol= @(x,IC)(1/3*x.^3 + x + IC); % solution (known; IC is the initial condition, f0)
stepsize= 0.003;
f0= 0.0;   % initial condition at xI [i.e. f(xI)]
xB= [0 2];  % interval to solve over (i.e., boundaries)

% ************************

F(1)= f0;  %initialize first value
k=1;  % counter

for j=xB(1):stepsize:xB(2)
if (j == xB(1)),   

F(k)= f0;  % handle initial condition
else

F(k)= F(k-1) + stepsize*(Fprime(j));    % apply Euler's method
end
x(k)= j;  % keep track of x for plotting
k= k+ 1;  % increment counter
end

% visualize
figure(1); clf;
plot(x,F, 'o--','LineWidth',2);    grid on;    hold on
xlabel('x');    ylabel('f(x)'); title('Solution to df/dx= x^2 +1')

% now plot exact solution and derivative
plot(x,Fsol(x,f0), 'r.-','LineWidth',1);
plot(x,Fprime(x), 'kd-');
legend('f(x) (numeric solution)', 'f(x) (true solution)', 'df/dx (from ODE)','Location','NorthWest')

Where	are	the	key	steps	occurring?

df

dx

= x

2 + 1



stepsize= 0.5;
f0= 0.0
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Solution to df/dx= x2 +1

 

 
f(x) (numeric solution)
f(x) (true solution)
df/dx (from ODE)

ODEeulerEX1.m



stepsize= 0.01;
f0= 0.0
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Improve	Euler’s	method?

Devries	(1994)

Ø Can	we	‘guess’	the	solution	at	a	mid-point?
Euler	method

‘Modified’
Euler	method

Ø Change	in	the	associated	
error?

Ø How	does	this	differ	from	
changing	our	step-size?



Improve	Euler’s	method?

Ø What	if	we	tried	to	use	a	mean value	of	the	derivative?

‘Improved’
Euler	method




